New at Summit Racing Equipment: PowerNation TV Lime Dime S-10 Parts
Combos
PowerNation TV's Engine Power and Truck Tech teams worked together to transform a ho-hum
1997 Chevy S-10 into a nitrous-belching Pro Street track beast. Summit Racing provided tech
advice and parts support, then used that knowledge to assemble these parts combos so fans can
see what it takes to build a beastly S-10.
Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) December 30, 2014 -- PowerNation TV's Engine Power and Truck Tech teams
worked together to transform a ho-hum 1997 Chevy S-10 into a nitrous-belching Pro Street track beast. Summit
Racing provided tech advice and parts support, then used that knowledge to assemble these parts combos so
fans can see what it takes to build a beastly S-10.
The Engine Power crew yanked the S-10’s tired 4.3L V6 engine to make room for the new nitrous-fed 427
Chevy big block. The engine build covered everything from ECU tuning and transmission upgrades, to fuel and
exhaust systems.
Once the big block Chevy engine was nestled in its new home, the Truck Tech guys took over to address
critical structural and chassis concerns. The team installed a custom one-off roll cage and bolted up a set of
track-ready disc brakes. Finally, the PowerNation project was completed with a new set of wheels and tires.
See All Lime Dime S-10 Combos at SummitRacing.com
Summit Racing works with all of the PowerNation TV show crews—Detroit Muscle, Xtreme Off Road, Truck
Tech, and Engine Power—and has created many parts combos based on many of their projects. You can see all
of our PowerNation Parts Combos here.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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